[Recent insights into Rasmussen encephalitis].
Rasmussen encephalitis (RE) is a severe and at the same time pathophysiologically fascinating condition. The chronic inflammation affects one of the two cerebral hemispheres and destroys it during the disease process that lasts from months to years. The patients -- mostly children -- suffer from frequent pharmacoresistant seizures, often in the form of epilepsia partialis continua. In parallel to the atrophy of the affected hemisphere, the neurological functions associated with it decline continuously. This results in a final stage with a usually high-grade sensorimotor hemisyndrome, hemianopia, cognitive impairment and -- if the language-dominant hemisphere is affected -- aphasia. Research results in the last 5 years have contributed to a deeper understanding of the pathogenesis of this condition. Formal diagnostic criteria have been proposed, and new therapeutic options have emerged by which the disease progression can be slowed or stopped. This article summarizes the current research results on the background of older data and gives recommendations regarding diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in RE patients.